
Charger Trunk Gun Rack Mount
P/N TGM-**-CGR20

➢   Read all instructions before installing any Lund products.
➢   Check for obstructions (Wires, brake lines, fuel tank, etc.) before drilling any holes!

➢   Use hardware provided with install kit

 
Always!
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Charger Trunk Gun Mount

The 20+ Dodge Charger Trunk Gun Mount is a secure, covert weapon mount
available for either a single Shotgun or M4 Style Weapon. Both racks will install
similarly in the trunk under the rear deck using supplied hardware. 

TGM-SG-CGR20 – Shotgun Mount
TGM-M4-CGR20 – M4 Mount

Ensure Proper Fit

 Place your weapon in the rack. If necessary you can adjust the components of the rack
by loosening the and siding the components along the channel until the weapon is
properly secured.

TGM-M4-CGR20
 M4 Rack Shown 

Muzzle Bracket Gun Lock
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Shotgun Rack Shown

Butt Cup

Gun Lock Trigger Guard



Determine Gun Rack Location

 With the gun mounted in the rack, hold the rack under the rear deck in the trunk
between the trunk hinges and mark 2 holes through the channel, one towards the
muzzle end and the other towards the butt stock end. 

Remove the rack and look to see where your marked holes are and that they are in a
good position to drill a hole. Also it should be in a position that you can get a nut on the
inside of the trunk lip through the factory vehicle oval hole as shown below.

Now that you confirmed the position, proceed to drill 2 holes you just marked using a
5/16" drill bit.

Drilled 5/16" HoleFactory Hole Access to Nut

FRONT OF VEHICLE

Drilled 5/16" Hole

Install Gun Rack

 Install gun Rack using supplied 1/4 x 20 bolts, nyloc nuts and washers. (2) #14 Sheet
metal screws are also included for added security if needed.

Once mounted proceed to wire the gun lock following the gun lock wiring instructions
and to the users preference.


